
moon get smaller and smaller and then other
times grow?

We have heard that people have walked on the
moon. We will not be able to go, but we hope
our children will. We see cars and airplanes
that fly like butterflies, and we really want our
children to know all about this.

When the airplanes take off to go to the moon,
the wind follows afterward. Inside the clouds,
there are mountains, but the airplane passes
right through them. We don't know what is af-
ter the clouds, but the path is so big that the
airplane doesn't have any problem.

What would be good for us is if we learn there
are traces of life on the moon. It means that
somebody was there before us. Was there an-
other kind of life?Why did they disappear?

You place yourselves in bags and then you go
up there, but there is no water over there.
What are you looking for? We don't want to go
where there is nothing to eat or drink. We only
want to spend our life on Earth. On Earth
there are women and money. Life is good.

[Proposal]

STARSHIP TROOPER
From "Spirit of the Lone Eagle," by James C.
McLane III, published last July in The Space
Review. McLane is an associate fellow at the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronau-
tics and a twenty-year veteran of NASA's
manned space program,

Nw is an appropriate time for America
to assume a more mature attitude toward
space exploration. Our post-Apollo efforts
have been little more than technology experi-
ments, design studies, international political
maneuvers, and training for the aerospace and
defense industries. The public's enthusiasm
for these boring endeavors is diminishing, es-
pecially among younger taxpayers, born too
late to experience humanity's exhilarating
leap into space. For our present generation to
put a human on Mars, we must return to an
Apollo-type program that embraces cutting-
edge exploration and accomplishes a manned
landing as soon as possible.

Any manned Mars program will incur sub-
stantial risk. The space agency is notoriously
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averse to risk, especially with regard to human
life. Yet individual Americans are audacious.
Over the past thirty years, hundreds of people
have died sport diving in Florida's underwater
caves, yet this dangerous hobby remains popu-
lar. Americans admire risktakers, including
the early astronauts and cosmonauts. We
called them heroes and memorized their
names. To put a human on Mars within the
lifetime of the current generation, only one
scheme is feasible, and it challenges our tradi-
tional thinking about the value of life: the
mission must be a one-way trip.

Return to Earth from the Martian surface is
a technical problem for which current
technology offers no obvious solution. When
we eliminate the need to launch off Mars, we
remove the mission's most daunting obstacle.
It's possible that the crew might consist of
only one person. We should call such a solo
mission the "Spirit of the Lone Eagle" in hon-
or of Charles Lindbergh, who flew solo across
the Atlantic. The manned Mars mission
(which could be arranged to occur in 2017,
just ninety years after Lindbergh's famous
flight) will require a person of special ability
who can accept a great challenge.

From our global population of over 6 bil-
lion, it will be easy to find suitable astronaut
candidates. We can take advantage of the va-
riety of diverse human characteristics that
have evolved on this planet to choose appro-
priate volunteers to be our Lone Eagle.

The isolation would present significant po-
tential for depressing loneliness. But remem-
ber that early explorers of this planet often
left their personal society with hardly any ex-
pectation of returning home. Archaeology
suggests that primitive people made long one-
way ocean voyages or cross-country treks.
Even in modern times, many voluntary hu-
man endeavors (for example, mountain climb-
ing) are so dangerous the adventurer must
accept the prospect of perishing in the at-
tempt. Humans naturally seek adventure.
That is exactly why our kind came to domi-
nate the Earth.

The successful three-man Apollo missions
set an unfortunate precedent for crew size.
NASA's current return-to-moon plans envi-
sion even larger groups. There is no reason for
spacecraft crews to be so big. Hasn't NASA
learned from the tremendous loss of life expe-
rienced when the shuttle carries its large pas-
senger load? Note that the practical, but
abandoned, Soviet manned lunar program
called for just one cosmonaut.

The first human mission to Mars might
even consist of a male/female team. Such a
privileged couple would follow in the tradi-
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Leaving for Lillehammer, a hand-cut stencil on wood, by AdamS 100, was on display last spring at Urbis Artium Gallery-, in San Francisco.

tion of creation stories common to many reli-
gions. The historic (soon legendary) pair
would repeat, on an interplanetary scale, the
early migrations that populated our world.
Precedents exist, since genetic studies suggest
that some current populations descended from

very tiny gr-oups, perhaps only one
~ family of adventurous travelers.

.1he crew (whether only one person or an
"Adam/Eve" pair) could make the long transit
to Mars resting, possibly in a state of metabol-
ic depression induced by hypnosis or medica-
tion. The crew compartment might even ro-
tate to provide simulated Mars gravity. These
are hardly novel ideas. Meanwhile, down on
the Red Planet, unmanned landers carrying
living accommodations, stores, and com-
munication equipment will have preceded the
arrival of the first explorer. The manned
spacecraft might set down in a sheltered low
area, perhaps at the bottom of a deep can-
yon to take advantage of natural radia-
tion shielding. It's likely that caves could pro-
vide a home, just as they did for early man
on Earth.

In some respects, life on Mars might prove
more bearable than early lonely explorations
on planet Earth. Constant communication
would provide the comforting virtual pres-
ence and support of society. Back home, gen-
uine concern and sympathy for the new Mart-
ian would consume the interest of everyone.

The world would follow his or her every
move via television, relish struggles for self-
preservation, and celebrate innovations, cop;
ing, and of course the bravery necessary for
such a mission. .

Earth's people would hang on the Martian's
every word. Since the explorer can never
return to the womb of Earth and owes al-
legiance only to the family of man, his or her
opinions would receive special consideration .
Unprecedented separation would give the Mar-
tian a unique perspective on Earthly affairs.
When most of the world tunes in to this dra-
matic life-or-death situation, international ten-
sions will naturally defuse. All humanity will
become acutely aware of their common bond as
earthbound brothers and sisters, a bond tran-
scending culture or religion. It is not too much
to believe that this singular event could well
usher in a new age of international cooperation
and respect for humanistic values.

With a vulnerable and universally admired
hero on Mars, support for resupply missions
and space exploration in general would dra-
matically increase. As was the case during the
extraordinary decade leading up to the
manned moon landings, a renaissance of sci-
entific progress would ensue. In time, volun-
teers would join the original explorer and
form a colony. It would be left to Earth's next
generation to devise a practical way to return
humans from Mars, but by then would anyone
there really choose to return?
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